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did may be corrected to reallocate line item prices where 
there is clear and convincing evidence that bidder correctly 
comouted total price (which is unchanged by correction) 
but-erred in allocating price to individual line items. 
---- - -.---- ---- 

.' . DEC1sXoN .'. . ..I. : . '. '.' . . ., ,,, * .,.. '. . . ; . , . . . _, . 
. ._' Satellite:' Grvices; Inc. 'Sateiliti ,', protests the..?ir " . . 

Fdrce's decision to permit American Xational Management - 
Corooration (ANMC) to correct its bid by reallocating prices 
from one line item to another. The orotest arises in 
connection with the evaluation of bids received in response 
to invitation for bids (IFB) No. F45613-86-B-0019 for qrounds 
maintenance services at Fairchild Air Force Base. We deny 
the protest. 

The solicitation requested prices for three groups of line 
items, one qroup each for a base and two option years. Each 
qroup was broken into six line items, each covering work at a 
different portion of the Fairchild facility. For each, bid- 
ders were to price a ranqe of grounds maintenance services, 
includinq mowing, trimming, pruninq, irrigation, fertilizing, 
and seeding. The IFB provided for award on an aggregate 
basis. 

Within each qroup of line items, line items 1 through 
5 covered areas that were specifically to be maintained. 
Line item 6 in each asked for a price for what were called 
"contingency areas”-- areas where work would be performed 
only when specifically directed by the Air Force. The 
contingency areas ranqed in size from .5 to 5 acres: the Air 
Force estimated that each area would require work between 
four and ten times per year. In all, the Air Force stated 
in the IFR that the amount of continqency work is expected 
to be equivalent to an annual requirement of servicing 
approximately 69 acres. 



ANMC's bid of $901,896.71 was the lowest of Eive bids 
received in response to the solicitation; Satellite's bid of 
$971,004.00 was second low. However, ANMC bid $853.43 per 
acre for the contingency work, which is six to eiqht times 
the line item price typically bid by other offerors. In view 
of this discrepancy, the contractinq officer asked ANMC to 
review its bid and verify its price. 

ANMC responded by confirming its total bid price, but statinq 
that it had erred in allocatinq its price by line item. ANMC 
stated that it prices work of this type by lot, using total 
job equioment, supply and manpower cost estimates. Only 
after computinq a total bid price does it allocate pricing 
among line items. Accordinq to ANMC, its technical people 
misunderstood the percentaqe of the annual contract price 
that was to be allocated to line item 6, and allocated 20, 
rather than 2 percent to that line item. The difference, 
18 percent, should have been allocated to line item 1, ANMC 
says, because that line item represents "the lion's share" 
of the work. Accordinqly, ANMC requested correction of the 
bid. 

The Air Force determined that ANMC's bid was mistaken 
.a-nd that 'correc"i'on .sh.ould. be allowed. , In 'reachi'nn .this- '_' '. 
conclusion, age:..cy off ic'ials,' after' examininq ANMC's wo'rk 
papers, reasoned that since the annual cont'inqency work - 
requirement represents less than 1 percent of the total 
effort, ANMC could not have intended to allocate 20 percent 
of the contract price to item 6. Moreover, they noted that 
ANMC's item 1 price was significantly lower than other item 1 
bids as a result of the misallocation, and that ANMC's total 
bid price would not be altered by permitting a reallocation 
of line item prices. 

Generally, when multiple line items are bid and award is 
to be made on the basis of the total price for all items, 
t'le allocation of prices amonq line items has no bearing on 
the selection of an awardee. Under such circumstances, we 
have held that a mistaken allocation is correctable, even 
thouqh the effect of the uncorrected pricinq may have been 
to make the bid nonresponsive, Drovided there is clear and 
convincinq evidence that the allocation was mistaken. Wynn 
Construction Co., B-220649, Feb. 21, 1986, 86-l CPD *I 184, 
affd B-220649.2, Apr. 14, 1986, 86-l CPD 'I 360, as explained 
in Bill Strong Enterprises, Inc., B-222492.2, Aug. 11, 1986, 
86-2 CPD qf 17 . Ve, it is clear that ANMC made 
a mistake. Its price for item 6 is disproportionate to the 
work to be performed and indeed may for that reason have been 
unbalanced. In any event, the reallocation of the line item 
prices here has no effect on ANMC's total bid price or on the 
ranking of the bidders and would cure any unbalancinq that 
miqht have existed. 
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Satellite conceaes that ANMC made a mistake. It does not 
dispute ANMC's claim that it calculated a total bid price and 
ailocated the result by apportioning indiviaual item prices. 
Nevertheless, Satellite says it would be illogical for ANhC 
to have allocated item 6 on this basis, because item 6 is for 
optional work. According to Satellite, it would be vircuaily 
impossible to have includea item 6 in calcuiating a totai bid 
price because the actual amount of item 6 work that will be 
ordered is unknown. Thus, Saceilite argues, AlvhC has not 
established its intended item 6 bid by clear and convincing 
evidence. 

Concerning Satellite's view that it would have been 
impossible for ANMC to have included the cost of item 6 work 
in calculating a totai price, we point out that it is no more 
difficult for a bidder to compute an estimated cost under 
such circumstances than it is for the government to evaiuate 
bids where the amount of work that will be done is unknown. 
here, the Air Force inciuciea an estimate of what wouia De 
required (estimating that 65 acres might have to be serviced 
per year unaer line item 6) ana used that estimate in evai- 
uating bids for award. See Downtown Copy Center, 62 Comp. 
Len. 65 (1‘9&2), 82-2 CPDT303. diaders were free to a0 
,tne sam@;.in ca lculatr+g their bid prrces, taking .into ,account 
&S. they -.JdW fi iI tne rls'k.tna'i actual,perfo,rm3nce'mignt vary;" 

- Further, Satellite's argument that ANMC would not have 
calculated its bid as it claims is based on the incorrect 
assumption that the amount of work encompassed by line item 
6 is significant. Satellite's pricing of line item 6 on its 
worksneets suggests that Satellite viewed line item 6 as 
requiring little more than an afterthought in framing its 
bid. All of the parties agree tnat line item 6 amounts to 
only 1 or 2 percent of the totai work. Since the nature of 
the work under line item 6 does not differ from the nature of 
the work under other line items, it is reasonable that ANMC 
would have considered equipment and manpower costs for line 
item 6 as covered by its overall equipment and manpower cost 
estimates, which it has aocumented in aetail in its work- 
sheets. Moreover, the oniy sensible reallocation is to snift 
the difference between 20 and 2 percent to item 1, since the 
record shows that item 1, which encompasses grounds mainte- 
nance for most of tne base, reflects tile vast majority of the 
work to be performea. 

Therefore, we conclude that ANHC misailocated line item 
prices ana that the bulk of Ah#C's misaliocated line item 6 
price should have been allocated to line item 1. Since the 
amount of work encompassed by iine item 6 is only 1 or 2 
percent of the total work, we see no reason to question the 
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Air Force's conclusion that it had been shown convincingly 
that ANYC made a decimal error by usinq the 20 percent fiaure 
and only intended to allocate 2 percent to line item 6, with 
the remainder to being allocated to item 1. 

The protest is denied. 

Van Cleve 
General Counsel 
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